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Edit and customize your own graphics with Art Text! Create amazing logo and button designs with intuitive drawing
tools and easy to use filters. Use the magic wand to easily select and erase any part of the image. Transform your own
images with the built-in vector transform tool. Apply great and realistic logo effects like glowing, pixelated, and stroke.
Share your creations via email, chat, or social media! Art Text is a user-friendly piece of software developed specifically
for the Windows 8, 8.1 and 10 platform, meant to assist you in designing creative logos, buttons and other types of
graphics, which can be used for a wide range of purposes. Metro-style app for vector design The interface of the
program adopts the Metro-style appearance that you may have gotten used to, which makes it fairly straightforward,
regardless of your level of experience. Right-clicking in the main window reveals the app commands bar that allows you
access to the design components for effects, transformations, designs, and layers, among others. Use effects and
transform objects To begin, you can select a specific type of  text or shape from the available options. In case of text-
based graphics, you can select the preferred font, color, size and style (bold, italics). For shapes, you can browse
through the collection and choose an existing item or add a custom one. The transformation section of Art Text contains
several logo style, providing you with options for adjusting their properties using sliders. As far as effects are concerned,
you can apply shadows, glowing or strokes, as well as customize their settings to fit your own style. Apply designs and
create layers From the design section, you can pick and customize a template or design new presets from scratch, which
can be later reused. Once you're done, you can save your logo, banner, icon or button as a vector image or export it to
PNG, BMP, JPEG or TIF format. Easy-to-use and practical logo creator To conclude, Art Text is an interesting and fun
application for Windows 8, 8.1 and 10 devices, which can serve a lot of graphic design purposes, enabling you to create
projects with a minimal amount of effort. Art Text Description: Edit and customize your own graphics with Art Text!
Create amazing logo and button designs with intuitive drawing tools and easy to use filters. Use the magic wand to
easily select and erase any part of the image.
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Create professional animated ads and other professional and fun animations with professional animation software that
supports for Mac and Windows. Easy to use and animation tool for Mac! - MAC ROOT.CONFIG files has been removed
from the original version. New version will be updated with all user setting information at the first use. - Each versions
were installed by default original installation location. They should be moved to the directory of your choice or simply
removed. **If you have already installed, please delete the all directory content including ROOT.CONFIG and ROOT.DAT
file.
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Create your own logos, banners and icons with the desktop app, which is easy-to-use and efficient. Learn the easy steps
of designing graphics by sketching. Art Text includes many shapes and text styles as well as a detailed Help. Whether
you are new to art and design or you want to enhance your skills, Art Text can be a helpful tool to create your own
graphic work. Creating art in a snap Art Text is a fun and easy-to-use application that lets you create your own graphics
and share them. You can draw a shape or text and choose from several pre-designed styles. Just draw or select shapes,
then apply some effects to your design and save it as a vector image. Art Text makes it easy to create logos, banners and
icons by allowing you to draw shapes and choose from a number of pre-designed elements. Art Text Features: Create
your own graphics in Art Text Design graphics with the comfort of the drawing interface Easy to use tools to design logo
graphics Add illustrations and create objects from scratch Add text and shapes to create graphics Transformation tools:
including text style, size, color, spacing A range of presets to create presets Save your project as a vector image in
several formats: EPS, SVG, PSD, PDF, AI, PNG Sending your artwork to an email address Save your work and share your
projects with friends A variety of sticker and banner features Create text images and add background images to create
stickers Add icons and customize your design Draw pictures and choose from a range of background images Art Text
helps you create graphics Includes: More than 50.000 different graphic elements and text Design buttons Custom
background images Effects: including glow, shadows, highlight Rotate objects, crop, resize, align, move and transform
objects Art Text is a drawing app for Windows 10 Sketch, draw, and doodle on your Windows PC with Art Text, the
desktop app designed for Windows 10. The new Art Text is built on the Universal Windows Platform, allowing it to take
advantage of the streamlined user interface of Windows 10. This new version adds several new features including
drawing on a large canvas and vector graphics, text effects, and the ability to share your art on social media. New
features in Art Text - New drawing experience - Take control with hand, pen, or wand tools - Draw objects, including text
and patterns - Add objects such as stickers, decorations
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What's New in the?

Art Text is a user-friendly piece of software developed specifically for the Windows 8, 8.1 and 10 platform, meant to
assist you in designing creative logos, buttons and other types of graphics, which can be used for a wide range of
purposes. Metro-style app for vector design The interface of the program adopts the Metro-style appearance that you
may have gotten used to, which makes it fairly straightforward, regardless of your level of experience. Right-clicking in
the main window reveals the app commands bar that allows you access to the design components for effects,
transformations, designs, and layers, among others. Use effects and transform objects To begin, you can select a specific
type of  text or shape from the available options. In case of text-based graphics, you can select the preferred font, color,
size and style (bold, italics). For shapes, you can browse through the collection and choose an existing item or add a
custom one. The transformation section of Art Text contains several logo style, providing you with options for adjusting
their properties using sliders. As far as effects are concerned, you can apply shadows, glowing or strokes, as well as
customize their settings to fit your own style. Apply designs and create layers From the design section, you can pick and
customize a template or design new presets from scratch, which can be later reused. Once you're done, you can save
your logo, banner, icon or button as a vector image or export it to PNG, BMP, JPEG or TIF format. Easy-to-use and
practical logo creator To conclude, Art Text is an interesting and fun application for Windows 8, 8.1 and 10 devices,
which can serve a lot of graphic design purposes, enabling you to create projects with a minimal amount of effort.
Description: Art Text is a user-friendly piece of software developed specifically for the Windows 8, 8.1 and 10 platform,
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meant to assist you in designing creative logos, buttons and other types of graphics, which can be used for a wide range
of purposes. Metro-style app for vector design The interface of the program adopts the Metro-style appearance that you
may have gotten used to, which makes it fairly straightforward, regardless of your level of experience. Right-clicking in
the main window reveals the app commands bar that allows you access to the design components for effects,
transformations, designs, and layers, among others. Use effects and transform objects To begin, you can select a specific
type of  text or shape from the available options. In case of text-based graphics, you can select the preferred font, color,
size and style (bold, italics). For shapes, you can browse through the collection and choose an existing item or add a
custom one. The transformation section of Art Text contains several logo



System Requirements:

Minimum: - Windows 7/8/10 (or Linux) - 2GB RAM - 100MB HD space - 2 GB VRAM Recommended: - 4GB RAM - 300MB
HD space - 4 GB VRAM The Recommended minimum system requirements are recommended as a baseline minimum.
Many games may function with less but you may experience low frame rates and other performance issues. Features: A
whole new world of
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